**ASEAN**

### ASEAN and Geopolitics

- **ASEAN needs stronger home-grown institutions to lock in regional unity** | East Asia Forum
- **ASEAN juggles triangular power game** – Kavi Chongkittavorn | Bangkok Post
- **ASEAN must calm South China Sea waters or risk ‘Asia’s Ukraine’** – Peter Chang | SCMP
- **A code of conduct won’t solve the South China Sea crisis** – Rahman Yaacob | The Interpreter
- **ASEAN finance leaders end meetings in Laos, pointing to challenges from geopolitics, volatile prices** – Elaine Kurtenbach | AP

**Minilateralism, ASEAN Centrality and Indo-Pacific Institutional Flux Amid Strategic Competition** – Prashanth Parameswaran | Wilson Center

**Whither ASEAN in the South China Sea?** | The Jakarta Post

**The ASEAN’s South China Sea conundrum** – Premesha Saha | ORF

**Time for ASEAN to stand up in the South China Sea** – Trystanto Sanjaya | East Asia Forum

### ASEAN and Myanmar

- **Myanmar strife risks derailing stalled ASEAN peace agreement** | Nikkei Asia
- **ASEAN Envoy Travels to Myanmar, Meets Military Junta Chief** – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- **ASEAN Special Envoy meets with Myanmar junta leader** | Benar News/RFA
- **ASEAN and Myanmar: The Need for Sustained Engagement** – Moe Thuzar and Sharon Seah | Fulcrum
- **Lifting ASEAN’s efforts with Myanmar** – Andrew Ong, Lina Alexandra, and Min Zin | Bangkok Post
- **ASEAN Calls Again for End to Myanmar Violence As Conflicts Flare** – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- **Thailand urges bigger ASEAN role in resolving Myanmar conflict** | CNA
- **ASEAN calls for a ceasefire in Myanmar a boon for struggling junta** – David Hutt | RFA

### Brunei

**Politics**

- **Brunei King receives first class and colourful state welcome in Timor-Leste** | The Star/The Straits Times
- **His Majesty’s State Visit to Timor-Leste: Highlights** | Borneo Bulletin
- **‘Islamic finance must be resilient in face of emerging risks’** – Ain Bandial | The Scoop
- **Addressing climate change is a collective responsibility, says minister** | Borneo Bulletin

### Cambodia

**Politics**

- **Cambodian PM Manet calls for critics to focus on rule of law rather than preconceptions of rights** | The Star/Phnom Penh Post
- **Cambodian opposition leader charged with inciting disorder for criticizing Hun Manet’s government** | VOA/AP
- **Cambodia’s ex-leader Hun Sen unanimously voted in as senate president** | France 24
- **Hun Sen reiterates that despite leadership change, Kingdom remains ‘trustworthy friend’ to China** – Ry Sochan | The Phnom Penh Post
- **China to support Kingdom’s industrial modernization** – Nhean Chamrong | Khmer Times
- **Cambodia defends China-backed canal project questioned by Vietnam** – Mitsuru Obe and Risa Sato | Nikkei Asia
- **Chinese exodus leaves Cambodia boomtown with 500 ‘ghost buildings’** – Yuji Nitta | Nikkei Asia
### Indonesia

**Politics**

As Indonesian President-elect Prabowo nears parliamentary majority, experts fear democracy will suffer – Ami Afriatni and Pizaro Gozali Idrus | Benar News

Indonesia’s Prabowo plans to increase growth, ‘be daring’ with debt | Reuters

He won Indonesia’s election in a landslide. Now, backroom meetings and horse-trading will determine whether Prabowo can govern – Stephen Sherlock | The Conversation

Indonesia: Prabowo Subianto, Swimming and Mythmaking – Taufiq Hanafi | Fulcrum

Prabowo’s plans to upsize Cabinet could be bad for international business, strain state coffers: Analysts – Niveli Rayda | CNA

Jokowi’s political future still open to possibilities – Alifia Sekar and Nur Janti | The Jakarta Post

Why Javanese symbolism is intertwined with Indonesian politics – Nur Janti | The Jakarta Post

Megawati’s party stays mum on supporting incoming Indonesian President Prabowo – Wahyudi Soeriaatmadja | The Straits Times

Megawati signals joining opposition, says safeguarding democracy important – Yerica Lai | The Jakarta Post

Indonesia’s Youth and Political Inequality: How Neo-Traditionalism Hinders Women in Politics – Iim Halimatusa’diyah | Fulcrum

Indonesian diaspora welcomes dual citizenship plans but questions ‘political will’ to implement – Resty Woro Yuniar | SCMP

Indonesia mulls ‘dangerous’ ban on investigative journalism, LGBT content | SCMP/Reuters

### Laos

**Politics & Environment**

Is the Lao State Collapsing? – David Hutt | The Diplomat

Laos Faces a Delicate Balancing Act as ASEAN Leader – Ratih Indraswari | The Diplomat

Government overconfidence could cloud a brighter future for Laos – David Hutt | RFA

Crypto boom, erratic rain spark outages in Laos, Asia’s clean power export hub – Sudarshan Varadhan

‘Refuge of the last dreamers’: the Laos city suspended in time – Jack Picone | Al Jazeera

Lao official: Gov’t can’t afford to address rise in human trafficking | RFA

Rare earth miner to compensate Lao villagers for polluting river water | RFA

Lack of government experts sinking Lao energy and mines sector | RFA

### Malaysia

**Politics**

Malaysia: The Sarawak secession? – James Chin | The Interpreter

Anwar says Malaysia doesn’t have ‘China-phobia’ policy, hopes Washington and Beijing ‘resolve their differences’ | SCMP/AP

Political backlash or lack of cash? Delicate balance confronting Malaysia PM Anwar in cutting diesel subsidies – Rashvinjeet Bedi | CNA

Malaysian PM Anwar defends his meeting with Hamas leaders in Qatar – Varum Karthik | The Straits Times

Anwar, Thai PM discuss special economic zones | FMT

Thaksin ‘met with Malaysia’s Anwar’ – Mongkol Bangprapa and Aekarach Sattaburuth | Bangkok Post

Malaysia’s Anwar to push ASEAN as ‘cohesive force’ against regional tensions – Norman Goh | Nikkei Asia

### Myanmar

**Political Situation/Coup**

Myanmar junta bans all men from working abroad | RFA
### Myanmar

- **Junta Bans Men From Overseas Work in Bid to Stymie Draft Dodgers** – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- **Myanmar now requires biometric ‘smart card’ to exit country by border** | RFA
- **Myanmar’s civil war has displaced 3 million people** – UN | RFA
- **Armies of young insurgents are changing the course of a forgotten war** – Quentin Sommerville | BBC
- **‘Nowhere to go’: Rohingya face arson attacks in Myanmar’s Rakhine State** – Caleb Quinley | Al Jazeera
- **‘The entire town is burning.’ Fires rage as Rohingyas caught up on the front lines of Myanmar’s civil war** – Helen Regan and Avery Schmitz | CNN
- **Where is Aung San Suu Kyi?** – Sribala Subramanian | The Diplomat

### Philippines

#### Politics

- **Philippines: Is the unstoppable Marcos-Duterte alliance headed for divorce?** – Joel Guinto | BBC News
- **The Marcos-Duterte Rift Widens in the Philippines** – Mong Palatino | The Diplomat
- **Philippines’ Marcos Jnr intervenes in feud between first lady, Vice-President Duterte: ‘she still has a lot to learn’** | SCMP
- **Philippine-China row deepens in South China Sea: 5 things to know** – Ramon Royandoyan | Nikkei Asia
- **Philippines wants Chinese diplomats expelled amid South China Sea row** – Ramon Royandoyan | Nikkei Asia
- **Marcos says Philippines will ‘vigorously defend what is ours’** | ABS-CBN/AFP
- **Marcos forms special body on human rights** – Melvin Gascon and Ruseel Loreto | Inquirer
- **Marcos’ new human rights ‘super body’: abuse window-dressing in the Philippines?** – Sam Beltran | SCMP
- **Philippines’ Marcos Forms Toothless Rights ‘Super Body’** – Carlos H. Conde | Human Rights Watch

### Singapore

#### Politics

- **Lawrence Wong sworn in as Singapore’s first new prime minister in 20 years** | Al Jazeera
- **Singapore’s new prime minister vows to ‘lead in our own way’ as Lee dynasty ends after half-century** – Eileen Ng | AP
- **PM Lawrence Wong to S’poreans: ‘Join me and my team in our journey forward’** – Tham Yuen-C | The Straits Times
- **Singapore’s new PM Lawrence Wong ‘consultative but decisive,’ deputy says** – Tamayo Muto and Risa Sato | Nikkei Asia
- **Singapore’s US$400 billion economy, soaring currency give next PM Lawrence Wong plenty to smile about** | SCMP/Bloomberg
- **Singapore has achieved astounding economic success** | The Economist
- **Taylor Swift buoys Singapore GDP to 2.7% Q1 growth** – Dylan Loh | Nikkei Asia

### Thailand

#### Politics

- **Thailand’s judiciary faces challenges** – Thitinan Pongsudhirak | Bangkok Post
- **Thai PM Srettha avoids suspension as court takes up ethics case** – Apornrath Phoonphongphiphat | Nikkei Asia
- **Senators ask charter court to impeach PM, new minister Pichit** – Aekarach Sattaburuth | Bangkok Post
- **Srettha calls urgent meeting on the economy** | Bangkok Post
- **PM warns of recession risk, seeks new ideas** – Mongkol Bangprapa | Bangkok Post
- **Thailand working ‘relentlessly’ to solve Myanmar crisis – Srettha** | Bangkok Post/Bloomberg
- **Thailand to recriminalise cannabis as PM vows to get tough on drugs** – Panu Wongcha-um and Panarat Thepgumpanat | Reuters
- **Thailand plans to require permits for medical, research use of cannabis** | CNA

### Timor-Leste
### Politics

**On This Day: Timor Leste gains independence from Indonesia** | United Press International

**In Dili, Indonesia’s future means trying to forget about Timor-Leste’s past** – Ahmad Syamsudin | Benar News

**What Prabowo's election victory in Indonesia means for deeper reconciliation with Timor-Leste** – Fidelis Magalhães | The Interpreter

**Timor-Leste seeks economic lifeline as oil wealth dwindles** – Ahmad Syamsudin | Benar News

**When Can Timor-Leste Expect to Become a Full Member of ASEAN?** – Joao da Cruz Cardoso | The Diplomat

**Sovereignty is sacred: in Timor-Leste’s remote Oecussa Enclave, a border dispute threatens to open old wounds** – Michael Rose | The Conversation

### Vietnam

**Vietnam's security chief To Lam becomes new president** | Al Jazeera

**Vietnam appoints top policeman as country's new president** – Khanh Vu and Francesco Guarascio | Reuters

**Power Struggle in Vietnam Brings Third President in Less Than 2 Years** – Sui-Lee Wee | The New York Times

**Vietnam parliament elects Tran Thanh Man new chairman amid leadership reshuffle** | SCMP/Reuters & AFP

**The deepening ‘securitization’ of Vietnamese politics** – Zachary Abuza | RFA

**Vietnam’s ruling party adds 4 new members to top echelon** | RFA

**Vietnam’s only female Politburo member steps down** | RFA